
 

 

 

 

 

 

        

iNEMI Position Statement on  
IC BIST Usage for Improved Board and System Test Coverage 

 

The ‘BIST’ (Built-In Self-Test) Project addresses the reliability risks created by the elimination of 

manufacturing test points on printed circuit boards (PCB).  Increasing GHz speeds, HDI (high density 

interconnect) of the board traces, and emerging 3D die-stacking and package technologies all affect test 

point access.  Traditional ICT (In-Circuit Test) to verify component assembly is becoming a less effective 

option on these high-speed nets. 

The BIST Project team addresses this risk by promoting the usage of integrated circuit (IC) BIST 

(traditionally used just for standalone ‘chip test’) at board and system level test. Since most IC BIST is 

designed for use at only the IC test level, they generally do not have the optimal features, functions and 

control required for board and system level test. 

Two industry wide surveys were conducted by the iNEMI BIST Project team to gauge IC BIST usage at 

board level testing. The survey responses showed overwhelmingly that IC BIST:  

– is available to run at board and system test, 

– is being requested by board test engineers, 

– catches board level defects, and  

– is expected to provide more board test coverage in the future.  

The survey data showed that the IC BIST most needed must provide features that can measure 

functionality, parameters and speed, as well as shorts and opens (FAM and SOQ [1] - Function, At-speed, 

Measure, Shorts, Opens, Quality) on the interface between two ICs on a board. The survey data also 

showed that the majority of ICs access the BIST via the IEEE1149.1 TAP (Test Access Port).  

The acronym BA (Board-Assistance)-BIST was derived for IC BIST that has the features, functions and 

control needed for use at board level test. A further survey question obtained agreement on the definition 

of BA-BIST: Board-Assistance BIST is an embedded capability within an IC that is fully or partially 

self-contained, and incorporates some or all of the following: pattern/signal generation, pattern/signal 

delivery, response or data capture, response evaluation functions. 
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Table 1 shows where BA-BIST is effective at catching defects occurring at the board level. 

Fault Model 

Category 

Traditional 

Test Type 

Typical Use 

Environment 

Defect Classes BA-BIST 

Coverage 

Trace stuck-at-1, 0 ICT, boundary 

scan 

NPI, mfg test, debug, 

yield 

Signal trace short/open to 

power/gnd, bridge to signal 

yes 

Trace transitions 

randomly 

ICT, boundary 

scan 

NPI, mfg test, debug, 

yield 

Broken trace, open trace, 

un-driven open 

yes 

High speed trace 

specification 

At-speed 

functional 

NPI, debug, yield Chip drive/receive, 

malformed trace 

yes 

Signal integrity At-speed 

functional 

NPI, debug, yield Malformed traces yes 

Table 1: Defects occurring at board level detected by BA-BIST. 

 

This position statement presents a BA-BIST template with standardized terminology for board 

designers and test developers.  The template provides a means to describe to, and request from, IC 

designers the test features, functions, control, access and algorithms required in the IC BIST, to provide 

the necessary coverage at board test.  The functions and features may be targeted at (although not limited 

to) the fault models in table 1.  Note that the template can also be used to describe or specify BA-BIST 

features needed in IC embedded instruments and for generation of specific pseudo-functional tests for use 

during board and system testing.   

What the template is:  

 It provides guidelines for board design/test engineers to define BA-BIST requirements in a standard 

terminology format that IC designers can understand. The intent is for IC designers to be able to meet 

requirements or specifications that come out of a board design/test engineers adherence to the 

template. 

 It is a means to enable usage of the IC and board BIST features in the application environment.  The 

board designer and test engineer will specify features that must be available to allow this. 

 Its ‘standardized terms’ assist in the defining BA-BIST supporting features and functions needed in 

the IC design.   

 It fits into the IEEE-P1687 Standard’s Ecosystem (page 4), which includes IEEE 1149.1 and IEEE 

1500 hardware architectures and IEEE P1687 description and vector languages. 

 It promotes a description of debug and test operations or behaviors between two or more ICs on a 

board, where there is currently no standardized language (e.g. in IEEE 1149.1, 1500, 5001, P1687).  

What the template is not:  

 The template is not a standard, but uses language in such a way as to define the basis of a potential 

future standard.  

 The template does not specify the IC design or architecture, but allows the user to hone defining 

features and behavior of the BIST and embedded instruments.  

The example template in table 2 below represents “known-uses” for an ASIC, uP (microprocessor) or 

FPGA connected to memory or other components as shown by the two scenarios in Figures 1 and 2. 
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Figure 1: BA-BIST between two ICs (example shows ASIC, uP, FPGA and memory). 

 

 

Figure 2: BA-BIST from ASIC, uP or FPGA to memory, showing signals needed for testing. 

 

 

Table 2: Template to request BA-BIST Features, Functions and Requirements 

Goal State the goal of the test.  E.g., to provide a test that exercises board level specified 

nets to identify faults. 

Action What action is required from the test?  E.g., To enable BA-BIST within one chip that 

is connected to a second chip. 

Assumptions What assumptions are made about the boards set up and state or any pre-testing, 

state, configuration? 

Pre-requisites Are there any specific board conditions needed to set up and run the BA-BIST? 

Dependencies Are there any links to other chips, tests, or board conditions needed to run the BA-

BIST? 

Consequences From the assumptions, pre-requisites and dependencies listed above, did consequences 

transpire? 

Target What are the manufacturing test step and debug/diagnosis requirements for the test? 

Sequence What test pattern sequences will the test use/run? E.g., to write to (and read from) 

n-locations using k-data (0, F, 5, A, etc.) in the address sequence (addr<0>, 

addr<5>, etc.). 

Metric Defect coverage metric for faults; Pass data requirements; Fail test data that 

provides correct diagnosis can be retrieved. 
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As started previously, the template is not a standard, however its structure fits cleanly into the JTAG 

(1149.1) and IJTAG (IEEE-P1687, IEEE 1500) standard ecosystem of embedded instrument Creation, 

Integration and Use (Figure 3). The P1687 ICL (Instrument Connectivity Language) and PDL 

(Procedural Description Language) allow the test/instrument features and functions to be described and 

allow retargeting of tests across IC and system usage. 

 

Figure 3: Embedded instrument ecosystem. 

 

The iNEMI BIST Project team endorses the use of P1687 for the creation, integration and usage of IC- 

and BA-BIST. 

 

Companies Supporting this Position Statement  

These iNEMI member companies support this position: 

Cisco, IBM, Agilent, Asset, Corelis, Intel, Teradyne. 
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